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Given the apparent lack of success of strategies based on behavioral modification, it is not surprising that there is increasing pressure to develop pharmacologic approaches for the management of obesity, with all the potential dangers of turning a lifestyle problem into a medical one (Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics -2007 ) There is virtually no information on the cost/effectiveness of functional food, i. Data used in the model
• Combining Fluwatch and StatCan data allowed an estimate of the annual RTI incidence and the related numbers of GP consultations: 1.7-2.2%
• The prescription rate of antibiotics in case of RTI is 26,1% ( • Individuals vaccinated against influenza have a lower risk of ILI (vaccination coverage StatCan 2014)
• An estimated 12% of the Canadian population is using probiotics (IPSOS 2012) Daily nutrition as preventative health technology has great potential for sustained health and sustainable health care systems Implementation of successful, population-oriented strategies is hampered by
• the scarcity of methodological guidance in PH evaluations • the failure to motivate/achieve effective and lasting changes in eating behaviour (lifestyle)
HTA offers (un[der] exploited) possibilities for
• developing robust alternative (to RCT) methods and broadening of translational research in complex settings
• generating positive outcomes to build policies that motivate the general population to adopt healthy food behaviour
In conclusion
